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Britain was in lockdown for significant parts of 2020 and yet there was still an increase in both the overall number of incidents and especially in the number of violent incidents ...
An increase in disability hate crime shames us - how many have to suffer before this is properly addressed?
Deceptively labelled as a crime drama, Once Upon a Time in Anatolia is much more than that. On an ominous night, a police chief, a doctor, a prosecutor and a criminal set out to look for a dead body ...
'Once Upon a Time in Anatolia': A hypnotic autopsy of the justice system
A 5-year-old Brooklyn boy, witness to his kid brother’s fatal beating, lives each day with the specter of his sibling’s death. The surviving child shared the ugly details with neighbors after ...
Older brother of fatally beaten 4-year-old Brooklyn boy haunted by the crime
Jake Gyllenhaal takes viewers on a thrilling journey by delivering another brilliant performance in the Netflix crime drama 'The Guilty' ...
'The Guilty' Review: Jake Gyllenhaal steals the show in gripping Netflix crime drama
Kevin Taylor, a Ghanaian native found himself in the United States of America will soon be oinking and squelching like a pig being driven to the slaughter house once the American justice system starts ...
Kevin Taylor is oinking and squelching like a pig as the American Justice system tightens upon his neck
Sentence reduced for onetime Outlaws motorcycle gang member Mark Polchan, who told a judge the decade he’s spent behind bars for his role in a violent, mob-connected crew has left him a changed man.
Former Outlaws motorcycle gang member who says he now knits in prison gets a break on sentence for role in violent mob-connected crew
In El Paraiso, a town of about 20,000 people, these factors were personified by Alexander Ardon, a cattle rustler turned narcotrafficker turned mayor who ruled this corner of Honduras like a fiefdom ...
Drug-Trafficking Mayor Ravaged a Local Economy, Fueling the Flight from Honduras
We've turned cops into Wal-Mart greeters. That's the problem with cities run by leftists. They conflate law and order with brutality. So the solution is emasculation. Worse, we're not even calling ...
Greg Gutfeld: We criminalize citizens and decriminalize crime
Zero trust security helps continually check that users in a system are who they say they are. See how it makes a difference when it comes to cybersecurity.
What Is Zero Trust? A Complete Guide for Security Professionals
Last April, the day after then-presidential hopeful Andrew Yang published an op-ed in the Washington Post calling for Asian Americans to “embrace and show our American-ness” to combat a rise in ...
Honk if you won’t hate crime Jenny Yang!
As a '90s kid, The Big Con floods me with so much childhood nostalgia. From the brightly colored backgrounds with abstract shapes that bring back memories of MTV, to a shop that exclusively sells ...
Have you tried… going on a nostalgia-fueled crime spree as a teen in the '90s in The Big Con?
About 100 years ago, two Duluth teenagers went into a downtown dry goods store and bought knee-length heather socks, heavy sweaters, a pair of oxfords and other cold-weather clothing — paying with a ...
Once Upon a Time in Duluth: 2 wild ladies bought socks, sweaters with worthless check
The presence of corrupt actors who have a vested interest in allowing environmental crime is part of the explosive mix destroying Colombia’s Amazon.
A Long Way to Go: Responses to Environmental Crime in Colombia's Amazon
He has become well known as the pain doctor who dispensed thousands of doses of OxyContin from his clinic, Comprehensive Care and Pain Management Center, in Myrtle Beach and then pleaded guilty and ...
The Myrtle Beach OxyContin trial: The price for a pill
Columbus frontline workers who regularly deal with gunshot wounds can tell the pace has picked up: “I think in the past year we’ve seen this particular mechanism of injury, gunshot wounds, double, at ...
From crime scenes to ER rooms, how Columbus emergency workers deal with gun violence
Ahead of RiskConnect, <a href=' target='_blank'>The Virtual Risk & Compliance Conference, The Paypers sat with Oliver Bullough, author, and freelance journalist, who writes about financial crime to ...
'Financial crime is an epidemic' – exclusive interview with Oliver Bullough
A California farm town fights youth violence aided by a police-community outreach program that gives violent young men “a legitimate opportunity to participate in society in a meaningful way,” in the ...
Stopping Gun Violence, One Youth at a Time
Channel 4 airdate: Thursday 14 October 2021 at 18:30After a shocking incident yesterday, Warren finds himself wrapped up in another crime, but he still plans on staying in Hollyoaks.Some encouragement ...
Hollyoaks: Warren is embroiled in more crime
The data that could tell the Marion County Sheriff's Office about crime trends is sitting in a shared computer drive, unreadable and unusable.
Marion County fails to update its 'old and outdated' crime data tracking system on time
Organized Crime Season 2 Episode 2 and Season 2 Episode 3 review discusses how deep Stabler is in with the mob and what it might mean for him.
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